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Outline

• Spontaneous symmetry breaking: Prelude with space translation 
symmetry

• Extending to spontaneous breaking of time translation symmetry

• Criticism: No possibility in originally proposed form

• Revival in reincarnated form and experimental realization



Spontaneous symmetry breaking with space 
crystal formation

CM part still space translationally 
invariant

But there are crystals
Example of spontaneous space translation 

symmetry breaking 
(SSTSB)

CM is not anticipated to be localized

Open boundary

Periodic boundary

Hard boundary (translationally symmetric Hamiltonian!?)

Space translationally invariant 
Hamiltonian

Relative degrees



On way to time crystal: N particles on a ring
• N bosons with attractive contact potential in an Aharonov-Bohm ring of unit length

• Approximate variational ground state   solution                                      for                where       solves the Gross-
Pitaevski equation 

• In the limit                    solutions are approximated by bright solitons

• Space translation symmetry breaks for sufficiently strong interaction                               and       becomes 
inhomogeneous in space



Non-zero magnetic flux
Wilczek’s proposition of time crystal

For properly chosen magnetic flux            , the inhomogeneous 
density of                case  will move around the ring in the limit

but                        constant with a time period



Time crystal not possible in ground state

• With any              ,  ground state corresponds to minimal value of first 
term on RHS  i.e.   

• In the CM and relative coordinates, the Hamiltonian reads 

• Time translation symmetry breaking idea that this will fail to get 
satisfied for properly chosen                 is not true in the crucial limit



Excited states can realize time crystal

• However one can prepare the system with momentum                    

which is ground state of the Hamiltonian with  

• Switching to                makes it an excited state of new Hamiltonian 

• Preparing a quantum manybody system in specific excited state is not 
very simple 



Simulation and proposed experimental scenario 

Position measurement of a single particle induces space inhomogeneity which makes the periodic rotation visible 
thereafter

Smearing of the distribution is visible which becomes slower with increasing number of particles

Andrzej Syrwid, Jakub Zakrzewski and Krzysztof Sacha, 



Simulation and proposed experimental scenario 

• A measure of time evolved smearing of
the distribution can be defined as

• Decay time for the contrast scales linearly
with number of particles indicating infinite
lifetime in infinite particle number limit

• For sufficiently long time evolution, the
distribution shows quantum revival like
rephasing but that occurs after infinite time in
the infinite particle number limit.

Andrzej Syrwid, Jakub Zakrzewski and Krzysztof Sacha, 



Some developments in discrete time crystal ideas 
A quick look

Zhang, J., Hess, P., Kyprianidis, A. et al. Observation of a discrete time crystal. Nature 543, 217–220 (2017)



A simple question

Particles on a ring in the original proposition or particles bouncing off a 
mirror both envision time crystal as a periodic motion of periodic space 

inhomogeneity

Are there time crystals in zero spatial dimension without spin or other 
internal degrees of freedom?
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